ABSTRACT This paper focuses on the altitude tracking issue for air-breathing hypersonic vehicles. It proposes a rapid altitude tracking method with synthetical consideration on the angle of attack constraint, which is crucial to keep the scramjet away from the inlet unstart. For the inner-loop, the novel compensator is considered in the conjunction of the backstepping approach to design a flight path angle tracking controller. The compensator helps the controller to limit the angle of attack with the uncertainties. For the out-loop of the control system, the altitude controller involves the combination of Bang-Bang control and the sliding mode technique to generate the command which accommodates the constraint on the angle of attack. The atmosphere density model is taken into account, which makes the proposed method more adaptable to the altitude variation. The effectiveness of the proposed control method is evaluated in the simulations.
AHV still focuses on the nonlinearity and model uncertainties. The feedback linearization is usually used to investigate the controller design for the nonlinear system. Such works are presented in [6] [7] [8] . To improve the robustness of the controller, the H ∞ robust control is employed in [6] . The disturbance rejection technique control (ADRC) is applied to reject the mismatched disturbances in [7] . The disturbance observer is employed to compensate for the uncertainties of the AHV in [8] . Sliding mode control is another effective method for the nonlinear control system. The controller is designed to drive the states to reach and stay on the prescribed dynamics and is insensitive to the parameter uncertainties. To improve the performances of the sliding mode controller, the nonlinear disturbance observer is often used to compensate for the external disturbances. Such works were presented in [9] [10] [11] . In addition to the above methods, backstepping control is another powerful method to handle nonlinear uncertain systems. The work in [12] , presented the robust attitude control scheme which is developed for the AHV with timevarying disturbances based on the backstepping technique. The work in [13] , [14] presented an adaptive backstepping control strategy for the AHV subject to parametric uncertainties. The work in [15] [16] [17] [18] presented the backstepping control methods combined with neural networks, which are used to approximate model uncertainties and external disturbances. The work in [19] proposed a funnel controller based on the adaptive neural network backstepping method to tackle the non-affine dynamics of the AHV model. For the more practical designs, by introducing an auxiliary system to the backstepping control, the work in [20] [21] [22] proposed the robust controller that directly accommodated actuator saturation on actuators.
Lots of excellent works, which focused on the nonlinearity and uncertainties, have been done by the researchers. However, it is worth noting that the inlet unstart is another most critical issue, which raises the safety concern of the AHVs. Inlet unstart is a flow phenomenon that limits the oxygen delivery of the intake air flow to the combustor [23] . The inlet unstart leads to a loss of the thrust and control of the AHVs because the unstart accompanies an abrupt oxygen deficit in the combustor and unsteady flow spillage at the inlet. The abrupt loss of thrust will make the AHVs experience a sudden rise of 'nose-up' moment which may destabilize a stable vehicle or make an unstable vehicle more unstable, due to the unique integrated design of airframe and engine, the aerodynamics couple with the thrust [24] . The results in [25] showed that a large angle of attack (AoA) can cause inlet unstart. Thus, the controller should have the ability to limit the AoA in the permissible area, in which the scramjet can work normally. The backstepping control with Barrier Lyapunov Function (BLF) is commonly used to tackle the difficulty. The works in [14] , [26] investigated a control method which can limit the AoA by using BLF. The tracking error between the AoA and the virtual command is limited by the BLF and the virtual command is limited by the command filter with saturation characteristic. In the works [27] , [28] the AoA virtual command is consisted of a predesigned function, according to the cruise requirements, and the flight path angle (FPA) error. The BLF is employed to limit the FPA error and AoA error. It is worth noting that the tracking performance is hard to be achieved with the limited AoA. An excessively large command from the out-loop (guidance loop) may cause severe vibration or destabilize the closed system under the constraint on the AoA since the AoA is the key factor to produce lift. To some extent, the methods in [27] , [28] overcome the problem. However, the predesigned AoA virtual command may impractical.
This paper focuses on the altitude tracking issue for the AHV subject to AoA constraint and model uncertainties. Since the amplitude of AoA response is determined by the external command (from the out-loop) and the dynamic characteristics of the AHV, including the uncertainties. The control strategy, in which the out-loop controller can produce the AoA command which is enclosed in the permissible area and the inner-loop controller can keep the AoA in the permissible area with model uncertainties, is more effective to achieve good tracking performance and limit the AoA. In this paper, the out-loop of the proposed tracking scheme is the BangBang sliding controller. To develop the out-loop controller, the Bang-Bang control law was investigated first. The output of the Bang-Bang control law, which switches from one side to another of the preset AoA bound, is enclosed in the permissible area, and drive the AHV tracking the desired altitude as soon as possible. The atmosphere density is taken into account in the Bang-Bang control law design, which makes the control law more adaptable to the altitude variation. However, the Bang-Bang control law is sensitive to model uncertainties. Thus, the sliding mode control technique is then used to imitate the Bang-Bang dynamic and improve the robustness of the out-loop controller. For the inner-loop of the control proposed scheme, the FPA backstepping controller with parameters adaptive technique is developed for the AHV subject to parameter uncertainties. The compensator is added to the backstepping controller, which is used to prevent the AoA to exceed the permissible area. The compensator will generate a signal to modify the virtual command and reference command once the AoA exceeds preset bound. The compensation signal will decrease the command and helps the controller limiting the AoA in the permissible area. Compared with the existing altitude tracking strategies for AHVs, the proposed scheme solved the followings: 1) The inlet unstart is avoided by imposing a constraint on AoA and; 2) the controller has a better tracking performance with the constraint on the AoA. This paper is organized into five main sections. In section II the model of AHVs is introduced. In section III, the rapid altitude tracking strategy is investigated. First, a Bang-Bang altitude tracking law is developed in the phase plane. Then the sliding mode control method is introduced to improve the robustness of the control law. Second, the FPA adaptive backstepping control law with the compensator which limits the AoA is presented. Finally, the velocity control law is developed. The stability of the control laws is analyzed respectively. In Section V, the AHVs simulations are deployed and discussed. Conclusions are discussed in Section VI.
II. THE LONGITUDINAL MODEL OF AHV
The longitudinal dynamic is described as a set of nonlinear differential equations which are:
The model includes five states: altitude, velocity, flight path angle, AoA, and pitch rate (PR). The aerodynamic force, moment and thrust have the following expression:
With the aerodynamic coefficients of:
The vehicle has two inputs, elevator δ e and fuel equivalence ratio (FER) , Velocity v and altitude h are the output of the system. v d and h d are the desired velocity value and altitude value respectively. The value of the coefficients of (7) is obtained from [4] . The proximate expression of atmosphere destiny is: (8) where ρ 0 = 1.225 kg · m −3 , k ρ = −1.317 × 10 −4 m −1 .
III. THE RAPID ALTITUDE TRACKING
This study focuses on investigating a rapid altitude tracking strategy that limits the AoA to avoid inlet unstart. The AHV can be decoupled into two functional subsystems [4] , velocity subsystem and altitude subsystem. An adaptive dynamic inversion control law is used to control the AHV velocity. For the out-loop of the altitude subsystem, Bang-Bang sliding mode control law is used to produce the AoA command under the constraint on the AoA. Then the AoA command is transformed into FPA command. For the inner-loop, the adaptive backstepping controller with a compensator is used to track the FPA command. The FPA command and virtual control signal in the backstepping control law are modified by the compensator when the AoA exceeds the preset AoA bound. The modified control signals will drive the AoA back into the acceptable region.
A. BANG-BANG SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER DESIGN AND STABILITY ANALYSIS 1) ALTITUDE BANG-BANG CONTROL LAW
The differential equations (2) and (3) describe the altitude dynamic under the action of aerodynamic lift. Because of the nonlinearity, the exact analytical solution referring to time cannot be found. It is challenging work to develop the Bang-Bang control law by using these differential equations directly. However, under reasonable assumptions, an analytical solution on the phase plane can be obtained from the simplified differential equations. 1), As the FPA of AHVs is usually small, the terms sin γ and cos γ can be approximated to γ and 1 respectively.
2), Compared with the lift produced by the airframe, the lift of the elevators are smaller. Therefore the lift of the elevators is neglected.
3), The mass and the velocity are assumed as constants during the altitude tracking.
Remark 1: Limited by the performance of the scramjet, the mass and velocity will not change significantly in a short time at such a high speed. Thus, they are assumed as constants respectively during the altitude tracking. The variations of mass and velocity can be considered as the model uncertainties. More detail about the effect of the variable velocity on climbing will be discussed in the simulation.
As a result of the above discussions, the altitude model is approximated as:
where the definition of altitude error z h is:
For the convenience of expression, the constant terms in the equations are denoted as:
For this model, the α is the input. In order to distinguish it from the state AoA, the input is denoted as α u in altitude controller design. It is assumed that the value of AoA, which causes the inlet unstart, are A unstart and −A unstart . To avoid inlet unstart, the input α u imposes a restriction artificially:
A b is the preset artificial AoA bound on the input. The controller can limit the AoA in the region determined by the preset bound A b for the nominal model. However, with the effect of model uncertainties, the AoA would exceed the preset bound A b . To accommodate the effect of model uncertainties, the region which is determined by inlet unstart bound encloses the region which is determined by the present bound. The analytical solution on the phase plane of the simplified equations is derived from the following process. (9) is divided by the (10):
The relation between the altitude error and FPA is obtained by integrating (14):
where the z h0 and γ 0 are the initial states. The integral result of (15) is given as:
Consequently, a set of curves are obtained under the different initial values of z h0 and γ 0 .
Analogously, the set of curves for α u = −A b is represented as The aerodynamic data of the AHV is from [4] . If the initial value of states is on the following curve,
The states will be brought to zero by the control α u = +A b . Analogously, if the initial states are on the following curve,
The states will be brought to zero by the control α u = −A b . (19) and (20) represent the curve which passes the zeros.
Overall, the curve passing the origin is used as the switch curve. Thus, the switch function of Bang-Bang law can be described implicitly as:
The switch curve s b = 0 is shown in Fig.3 . Based on the proximate analytical solution, the Bang-Bang control law with the constraint on input is given by
The above state-variable feedback law enables Bang-Bang control implementation in a closed-loop form. 
2) ROBUSTNESS IMPROVEMENT AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
Bang-Bang control is useful for establishing a theoretical bound on the best possible controlled system performance. However, the Bang-Bang control law is impractical since it is sensitive to model uncertainties. Therefore, using the techniques of sliding mode control to modify the Bang-Bang control law (22) to improve the robustness of the control law. The function s b describes the switch function implicitly and the relation s b = 0 represents the best desired dynamic. The sliding mode controller is used to force the system to reach the relation s b = 0 and maintain the relation robustly. To avoid inlet unstart, the α u is imposed a restriction artificially. In order to use the sliding mode control to improve the robustness, the actuation overhead must be available to maintain the states sliding on the desired relation when model uncertainty causes a deviation. Thus the desired relation s b = 0 is chosen as:
A b must satisfy thatĀ b < A b . The margin betweenĀ b and A b is used to improve the robustness of the control law. As the system deviates from the nominal dynamic, the margin of control effort is available to drive the system back to the desired dynamic.
To enforce the system to reach and maintain the desired relations b = 0, the proposed robust sliding mode control law is:
The proposed control law can be proven to converge to the desired relations b = 0 in the presence of parameter disturbances. The corrupted terms a and b are noted as a and b,
δ a and δ b are parameter disturbances and it assumes that the disturbances are bounded. The a and b are the maximum value of the bound respectively. The proposed Lyapunov function is defined as,
The reachability condition of the proposed control law is:
The derivative of the proposed Lyapunov function is:
Remark 2: The derivative of V h does not exist when γ = 0. However, these states, which are included in the set = {(z h , γ ) |γ = 0,s b = 0 }, are not the equilibrium points, under the action of the control law (24) . Thus, the states would not convergence to the points included in the set by the effort of the proposed sliding control law.
For the case z h > 0, the derivative ofs b is obtained by:
Substitute the sliding mode control law (24) into (30):
The derivative of the proposed Lyapunov function can be obtained by substituting (31) into (29):
When the ε 1 satisfies the following inequality, theV h is negative definite.
For the case z h < 0,
Substitute the sliding mode control law (24) into (34) :
The derivative of the proposed Lyapunov function is expressed as:
Since the last line in (33) and (37) are the same, theV h is negative definite when
The robustness of the control law (24) is determined by the parameter ε 1 . A larger ε 1 can achieve better robustness. However, it may lead the control command to exceed A b . Thus the saturation function is used to modify the control law (24):
The saturation function restricts the absolute value of control effort to be within A b , without loss of the robustness and ε 1 can be set a large value [29] . The saturation function is defined as:
k is a positive number. If a large ε 1 (ε 1 >Ā b ) is chosen, the sign of the saturation function is determined by the term −ε 1 signs b , sinceĀ b is smaller than A b . Thus, when the function is saturated, the control law (39) is equivalent to the Bang-Bang control law of which the switch curve iss b = 0.
3) CHATTER REJECTION
The un-modeled high-frequency dynamic, which is the neglected attitude dynamic, can cause the chatter seriously as the states approach zeros. Because the control law produces a command which switches from one of its extreme value to another instantaneously and continuously as the states approach zeros. The AoA of the AHV can't track such a command which changes rapidly. To avoid the chatter, the control law is changed in the region near zeros. A linear sliding mode dynamic is replaced by the Bang-Bang dynamic. The rapidity of the control law is abandoned to suppress the chatter. The linear dynamic makes the control law to produce a smooth command when the states approach zeros. The desired function is chosen in the region near the zeros as:
Moreover, the corresponding sliding mode control law is switched to
The proposed Lyapunov function is chosen as:
Substitute the sliding mode control law (39) into (44):
When ε 2 satisfies the following inequality,
V h is negative definite. Overall, the modified sliding mode control is obtained by
The control law (47) produces an AoA command. However, in this paper, the inner-loop is the FPA tracking system. Thus the AoA command is transformed into FPA command by the following equation:
γ d is the input command for the FPA control system. In this part, the FPA tracking control law is developed by using the adaptive backstepping method. The key issue is to limit the AoA. Therefore, the compensator is introduced to implement the objective. Neglecting the lift produced by elevators, the (3) to (5) are transformed into strict feedback form:γ
where,
ζ ai and ζ bi , i = 1, 2, 3, are the functions of the state variables. θ ai and θ bi , i = 1, 2, 3 are the functions of model parameters.
For the tracking objective, the FPA error, AoA error, and PR error are defined as:
Compared with conventional backstepping control, a compensation variable λ i , i = 1, 2, 3, are added to each error variable. The compensator is designed as: where, It should be noted that the compensator is only working when the AoA exceeds the preset AoA bound. Therefore, the value of A b must be less than the value of AoA which causes the inlet unstart. Since the AoA bound A b is less than unstart bound A unstart . The AoA bound is set as the threshold of the compensator.
Step1, FPA control: Evaluate the derivative of z γ :
The proposed virtual control law is: 
where x M is the bound of the estimated variable. In order to simplify control law design, the first order low pass filter is used to estimate virtual control and the first-order derivative of virtual control. The virtual control law α c passes the first order low pass filter:
µ 1 is a positive number. Define the error signal as:
Substitute (62) and (66) into (61):
Step2, AoA control. Evaluate the derivative of z α :
Choose the proposed virtual control law as: 
where µ 2 is a positive number. Define the error signal:
Substitute (69) and (72) into (68):
Step3, PR control: Evaluate the derivative of z ω :
Choose the proposed control law as: Define the proposed Lyapunov function for FPA control law:
where
(80)
Evaluate the derivative of V γ 1 :
Substitute the adaptive law (63) into (82) yields:
Evaluate the derivative of V γ 2 :
Substitute the adaptive law (70) into (84) yields:
Evaluate the derivative of V γ 3 :
Substitute the adaptive law (76) into (86) yields:
The u λ has different forms as the AoA reaches different
The compensator does not produce any signals.
The control law is the same as the conventional adaptive backstepping control law for AHVs. The stability analysis of the closed system is shown in [13] . Thus the stability analysis is omitted as |α| ≤ A b . For the case α > A b ,
Substitute (86) into (85):
Substitute (83), (85), and (87) into (78), then the derivative of the FPA system Lyapunov function is obtained:
Considering the compact set and the compact set ,
It is clear that the set = × is also compact. From the definition of virtual control law α c , it is easy to understand that the virtual control law α c and the derivative of virtual control lawα c andω c are bounded on the compact set . 
Substitute (93) into (90):
Choose the gain:
m 0 is a positive number. Substitute the gains into (94), it is obtained:
It can obtain thatV γ < 0 on V γ = A 2 . Therefore V γ < A 2 is an invariable set. It ensures that the error signals z γ , z α , z ω , y 1 , y 2 and the compensation signals, λ 1 λ 2 , λ 3 are bounded. VOLUME 7, 2019 According to the definition of error signals and virtual control law, it concludes that the state variables are bounded. Analogously, the same conclusion can be obtained for the case α < −A b .
C. VELOCITY TRACKING SYSTEM DESIGN 1) CONTROL LAW DESIGN
The model of velocity subsystem is presented as:
where:
Define the tracking error variable of velocity:
v d is a velocity reference command. Evaluate the velocity error variable z v :
Choosing the proposed control law: 
2) STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR VELOCITY CONTROL LAW
The proposed Lyapunov function of velocity subsystem is:
Evaluate the derivative of the Lyapunov function:
Substitute the adaptive law (104) into (107) and it will result in:
The error variable is asymptotically stable. According to the definition of z v and control law (103), it concludes that the velocity is also stable.
IV. SIMULATIONS
The simulations are implemented to demonstrate the performance of the proposed altitude tracking scheme. The In the first simulation, the proposed rapid altitude tracking strategy is compared with the adaptive backstepping altitude control strategy. The adaptive backstepping altitude controller didn't consider the constraint on the AoA. Thus the proper parameters for the adaptive backstepping altitude controller should be chosen, in order to make the maximum value of AoA response equal to the AoA bound A b . The results are portrayed in Fig.5 to Fig.10 . It is obvious that the AHV driven by the proposed rapid altitude controller is more rapid than the AHV driven by the conventional adaptive backstepping altitude controller. Fig.6 indicates that both the AoA response have the same maximum value. The AoA response of the proposed rapid altitude tracking method is similar to a square wave and it switches only once from extreme value to another. That means the AHV increases and decreases the longitudinal velocity with the maximum acceleration during the climbing. Thus, the AHV climbs more rapidly by the effort of the proposed control scheme. Fig.7 and Fig.8 are the FPA and velocity response. The velocity of the vehicle is kept almost at a constant. The relevant control input of elevator deflection and FER are given in Fig.9 and Fig.10 respectively. In the second simulation, the sliding mode Bang-Bang control law (39) is compared with the modified sliding mode Bang-Bang control law (47). The AoA command of the sliding mode control law under different situations are presented in Fig.11 and Fig.12 . The effect of the attitude dynamic is considered in one situation and the effect is neglected in the other situation. The results are shown in Fig.11 demonstrates severe vibration appears when the states approach zeros in the simulation with the effect of attitude dynamic. If the attitude dynamic is neglected, the vibration disappears. In other words, the attitude dynamic excites the vibration of the system as the states approach zeros. To avoid the vibration, the control law is modified by replacing the BangBang dynamic by the linear dynamic in the region near zeros. The motion of states along the linear dynamic is slower than the motion along with the Bang-Bang dynamic. Thus the modified sliding mode control law generates a continuous and smooth command when the states are approaching zeros. The modified sliding mode control law can suppress the chatter caused by the effect of attitude dynamic. In the third simulation, the robustness of the proposed rapid altitude tracking scheme is verified. 100 times of simulations are implemented under the condition that the model parameters are randomly selected within 20% variation of nominal value. All the simulations are successfully implemented and the results are shown from Fig.13 to Fig.17 . It is seen from In the fourth simulation, the condition is changed into that only the lift coefficient deviates 20% from the nominal value. The proposed FPA backstepping controller with the compensator is compared with the backstepping controller without the compensator. The simulation results are shown from Fig.18 to Fig.21 . The plots in Fig.18 show that the maximum value of the AoA response without the compensator exceeds the inlet unstart bound. The lift coefficient deviates 20% from the nominal value. The AoA at the preset bound cannot produce enough lift to track the FPA command γ d . Under this situation, the compensator generates signals to decrease the value of control signals as it is shown in Fig.19 to Fig.21 . It helps limit the AoA of the vehicle.
In the last simulation, the AHV tracks the velocity reference during climbing. The altitude response and velocity response are presented in Fig.22 and Fig.23 respectively. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 23. Velocity response.
The Fig.22 shows that the response of variable velocity climbing is almost the same as the response of constant velocity climbing. Limited by the performance of the scramjet, the AHV cannot track a reference which changes rapidly. The velocity does not change significantly during climbing. Thus, the little change of the velocity has no effect on climbing almost.
V. CONCLUSION
Motivated by the AHVs control, this paper presents a rapid altitude tracking strategy. To help protect AHVs from inlet unstart, the AoA is enforced in an acceptable region. For the inner-loop, a compensator is involved in the conjunction of backstepping approach to design the FPA tracking controller. The compensator is added to modify the control signal when the AoA exceeds the AoA bound to limit the AoA. For the out-loop, the sliding mode Bang-Bang controller is designed to generate the command with the constraint on AoA. Because the atmosphere density is taken into account in the controller design, the controller is available to adapt to the nonlinear change of atmosphere density in a large range. For the velocity subsystem, an adaptive dynamic inversion controller maintains the velocity of the vehicle. The simulation results show that:1) The proposed altitude tracking strategy can track more rapidly than conventional altitude tracking strategy under the constraint on the AoA; 2) The proposed sliding Bang-Bang control can produce the command within the preset bound and has good robustness; 3) The proposed rapid altitude tracking strategy is able to restore the performance with the parameter disturbances; 4) The compensator is able to help the controller to limit the AoA of the AHV which is corrupted by the parameter disturbances. 
